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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The research reported in this thesis seeks to answer
the question: What is the preferential mode of memory
organization in adults?

In turning toward this question,

however, it is necessary to examine three rather disparate
literatures.

The first literature is from developmental

psychology, and it will be examined only-briefly.
is not to say that it is unimportant.

But that

Research in cognitive

development in infants and children has provided the impetus
to my asking·the research question initially; the
progression of memory organization in children foreshadows
the memory processes in adults.
second and third are the cognitive literatures on
schemata and taxonomies, respectively.

Much of the work in

memory processes coming from the verbal learning tradition
employs categorically structured stimuli (taxonomies).
Researchers in this domain, unfortunately, have generally
failed to take the fruits of their labors and apply them to
higher-order mental structures and processes, such as
schematic memory structures and memory for scripts and
stories.

Similarly, the concept of schematic memory

structures has become popular in psychology and research
seldom examines how smaller-unit or lower-level processes
can contribute to, or operate independently of, schemata.
The experiment itself is a replication and extension of
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two published studies that directly compared schematic and
taxonomic memory organization in adults.
research questions and raise others.

Both answer some

The present

experiment, in responding to some of those questions,
employs the theories and methodologies adopted from research
in the two related topics of schematic and taxonomic memory
organization.

contributions from oeyelopmental Psychology
Research in developmental psychology has provided
evidence that children prefer to sort objects according to
themes or familiar scenarios (i.e., schemata).

In contrast,

adults show preference for categorical organization (i.e.,
taxonomies) (Smiley

&

Brown, 1979).

Memory studies

involving recall show similar preferences (Lucariello
Nelson, 1985; Nelson, 1983).

&

The seemingly different

organizational preferences between children and adults have
led developmental psychologists to suggest that changes in
memory organization are one facet of cognitive development.
Because adults are more experienced in their
conceptualizations of objects, they may develop facility
with taxonomies, which enables them to substitute objects
that have similar features and functions within event
frames.

And because taxonomies develop later in life, it

may be that they are more sophisticated and flexible, and
therefore represent a superior mode of organization.
The shift in preference has become known as the
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syntagmatic-paradigmatic shift, a term borrowed from
linguistics (de sassure, 1915/1959).

Syntagmatically

related words are ones that co-occur sequentially within a
sentence, such as "table-eat", "dark-night", and "softpillow".

Paradigmatically related words are ones that are

from the same linguistic class, such as "table-chair",
"dark-light", and "soft-hard".

Nelson (1983) has provided a

detailed discussion of how these types of linguistic
relations are demonstrated in production studies involving
children and adults, and also has provided a detailed
summary of the literature to date on the syntagmaticparadigmatic shift (Nelson, 1977).

contributions from cognitive Psychology: schema Theories
Frederick Bartlett (1932) saw the mind and the mental
processes of memory in a vastly different way from his
contemporaries of the British Empiricist tradition.
According to Bartlett, people possess schemata, cognitive
structures that organize experience and facilitate recall
from memory.

Schemata have two principal functions:

constructive and reconstructive (Brewer
Rumelhart, 1980).

&

Nakamura, 1984;

Schemata are constructive in that they

determine the form of the encoded information in memory.

It

is assumed that a memorial representation is not a complete
or perfect copy of the encoded experience.

Rather, only a

partial or abstract representation is stored.

The other

function, the reconstructive function, is engaged when
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recalling an incident or drawing upon general knowledge.

It

is also assumed that fragments of the original information
along with other general knowledge found in memory are
reconstructed into a cohesive and meaningful whole at time
of retrieval.
The concept of schemata has since been adopted into
every area within psychology.

For example, experimental

psychology in the 1950s and 1960s, dominated by simple
associationistic paradigms of the day, was at a loss to
adequately explain phenomena such as clustering in recall
(Bousf-ield, 1953; see also Murphy

&

PUff, 1982).

It became

necessary to explain what was going on in the "black box" of
the mind; until that time, speculations about the contents
of the mind, such as the mental representations of
knowledge, were not thought to be necessary.

This was one

of the precipitating factors that encouraged researchers to
reintroduce mental structures and processes into
psychological theory, and led to the advent of what has
become known as the cognitive revolution.
The adaptability of schema theory has also led to
considerable variability in its definition.

According to

pattern recognition theory, a schema can be defined as a set
of rules for describing or generating a prototype in pattern
recognition theory (Klatzky, 1980).

Others see it as

consisting of a prototype plus information about the
instances from which it was derived (Franks

&

Bransford,
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1971; Posner

&

Keele, 1968).

Scene schemata used in memory

for complex pictures (Mandler
Parker, 1976; Mandler

&

&

Johnson, 1976, Mandler

&

Ritchey, 1977) as well as story

schemata have also been described (Mandler, 1978; Mandler

&

Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975).
Schema theory is not without its opponents.

Empirical

research by Hintzman and Ludlam (1980), Medin and Schaffer
(1978), and Neumann (1977), present models of memory that do
not require schemata.

Alba and Hasher (1983) present a

comprehensive and thought-provoking literature review and
critique of schema theory.

They examine four supposedly

schematic processes engaged in the encoding of information:
selection, abstraction, interpretation, and integration.
Alba and Hasher provide evidence that casts doubt on the
necessity for the existence of some of these processes, most
notably schematic interpretation, and question whether they
are sufficient to explain the phenomena of accuracy,
incompleteness, and distortion in memory.
There are other problems left unanswered by schema
theorists.

For example, how are analogous situations or

event sequences perceived as being similar to one another?

If event schemata are not present (when children, and
occasionally adults, encounter novel situations), what
knowledge structure exists to organize them into those
initial representations?

Perhaps there are more primitive

dispositions to organize experience that may be inherent to
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hwnan cognition, but remain unenumerated by schema theorists
(see Rumelhart, 1980).
Cybernetic models of the human mind have incorporated
schematic structures as a way of simulating human
performance. One version of schema theory is the concept of
frames (Minsky, 1975).

A frame is a knowledge structure

analogous to a network of nodes with relational connections
between them.

The nodes possess default assignments,

representing the perceiver's expectations and past
knowledge.
order.

Like a network, it also has a hierarchical

The top levels of the hierarchy are fixed,

containing information that is held as tautological.

Nodes

at lower levels, on the other hand, are loosely attached and
contain "slots" that hold default values.

These values are

easily detached and new information substituted that
provides for a better fit with situations that are
encountered.

We shall return to the concept of slots

shortly.
Like nodes, w~ich are interconnected to create frames,
frames are interconnected as well into frame systems.

In

modeling the visual system (Minsky, 1975), changing from one
frame to another (frame transformations) represents the
effect of changing visual perspective or using visual
imagery to imagine a change in perspective, or a shift in
attentional focus.
frames.

Information is, in a sense, shared among

Frame theory, therefore, has the potential for
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modeling certain phenomenological aspects of knowledge, such
as expectations and presumptions, but also describes some of
the adaptability of the organism and its ability to
integrate new knowledge.

Although it may seem paradoxical

to some, cybernetics is a modern equivalent to Gestalt
psychology, which also strove to describe perception as the
formation of relational wholes from top-down as well as
bottom-up processes.
Another type of schema theory that employs a concept
similar to frames is script theory.

In everyday situations

we come to recognize a scenario as familiar.

In doing so,

we also engage a set of expectations as to what is going on,
what is about to happen, and how we are to behave.

The

Script Applier Mechanism program developed by Schank and his
colleagues (see Schank

&

Abelson, 1977) is a simulation

model of how the mind recognizes scripts.

Script theory

suggests that scenarios or scripts, a type of schemata, are
representable by a framework containing basic components
such as actors, props, causal-temporal links, and actions.
Scripts are temporally ordered and causally related
sequences of stereotyped events that are based upon the

individual's experiences.

They serve to organize incoming

information about an event or situation and help to guide
the individual's behavior.

Information not provided is

assumed or inferred by the system as a way of filling in
logical gaps.

For example, when reading a story about a
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person who enters a restaurant and orders food, one knows
that the person did certain things that were not mentioned
explicitly, such as having been seated or having conversed
with the waitress.

Items that occur during an episode that

are not part of the generalized script, on the other hand,
are encoded as distinctly episodic information.
The assumptions in Schank and Abelson's model are that
human memory capacity is finite, that possessing separate
memory traces for each and every event is uneconomical, and
that search of sueh traces in memory would be extremely
time-consuming.

Although these assumptions are debatable,

it is intuitively understandable that people do not sift
through their entire life history when encountering a
familiar situation.

The Schank and Abelson (1977) model

suggests that retrieval is a self-termihating search.

That

is to say, not all instances in memory need to be retrieved
in order to recognize the scenario.
retrieve the script.

All one has to do is

However, this is not necessarily the

manner in which all memory searches are performed, as was
demonstrated by Sternberg (1969), who provided evidence that
memory search (albeit in short-term memory), can also be
exhaustive.
From Schemata to Taxonomies
Sequencing events establishes not only a temporal but a
conceptual relationship among the objects in the sequence
and between the objects and the activity that occur in the
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sequence.

Thus, the script of going to a restaurant implies

a conceptual relationship among the typical activities of
dining out, such as picking up the menu and selecting the
desired items of food.

Seen from the linguistic

perspective, there is also a temporal or a logical
relationship that exists between the words "picking up" and
"menu".

This establishes what Nelson (1983) terms a

syntagmatic relationship, a relationship between words or
items of knowledge based on linearity or temporal
juxtaposition.

Another form of conceptual relationship that

exists between words or items of knowledge based upon
similarity of meaning or membership in a class is called the
paradigmatic relationship.

Together they can be used to

describe the relationships that exist between items of
knowledge in the study of concepts and categories in
psychology.

It should be acknowledged that Murphy and Medin

(1985) make the very appropriate point that the term
"concepts" refers to mental representations of objects and
events.

"Categories" refers to classes of objects in the

real world.

Making this distinction avoids much of the·

confusion that is associated with the two terms.
Thus far, we have described two general types of
knowledge structures (or schemata in Bartlett's
terminology).

One type is based on scripts, and whose

members are causally and/or spatiotemporally related.
Taxonomies, the other type, are based on relations between a
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prototype and class members.

Their conceptual distinctness

is not to imply that the two are distinct within the mind,
however.

It has been theorized that taxonomies are derived

from scripts or event schemata.

Lucariello and Nelson

(1985) developed a model of event representation that
specified a mechanism for the development of taxonomic
categories from scripts.

As children gain experience with

different objects in similar scenarios, they begin to see
the objects as intersubstitutable across scenarios.

When

eating lunch, the child begins to become aware that the
peanut butter sandwiches eaten one day and the chicken eaten
the next become "slot fillers" for the luncheon script.
Gradual decontextualization occurs as the taxonomic category
"lunch food" or, more broadly, "food" emerges.
The formation of new schemata from the experience of
multiple similar instances is referred to as schema
induction by Rumelhart and Norman (1978).

This model poses

problems for Lucariello and Nelson's theory, and schema
theory in general.

If the scenarios whose slot-fillers

provide the contents of the new taxonomies need to be first
regarded as similar, then there needs to be some sort of
structure that is sensitive to spatiotemporal
configurations.

Consistent with contiguity learning theory,

which generally opposes (or at least ignores) the existence
of higher-order mental structures above stimulus-response
units, Rumelhart and Norman assert that this higher-order
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structure is a product of learning.

It can be added that

blending micro-level learning processes with schema theory
is precarious, and does not seem to have been successfully
done in research to date.
Rabinowitz and Mandler's Experiments
In contrast with research supporting adult preferences
for taxonomic organization, two experiments by Rabinowitz
and Mandler (1983) found that adults show stronger recall
and output clustering for schematically than taxonomically
organized phrases.

Their findings indicate that the type of

organization employed is not necessarily a matter of
cognitive preference.

Rather, it may depend on the nature

of the particular stimuli used and how information is
organized at the time of encoding.
In their first experiment, a list of 25 phrases was
presented in either blocked or random format.

The blocked

phrases were organized either taxonomically (e.g., put on
down jacket, put on bathing suit, put on paper hat) or
schematically (e.g., buy present, go to party, put on paper
hat).

An interesting feature of their experiments was that

the same phrases were used in all types of list
organizations.

Recall in the schematic condition was better

than in the taxonomic or the random presentation conditions.
Schematic clustering (a measure of input-output
correspondence and cognitive organization) in the schematic
condition was reported to be superior to taxonomic
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clustering in the taxonomic condition (however, no R-Value
for this particular comparison was stated).

Subjects·in a

separate sorting task who were given instructions to sort
according to taxonomies or schemata (specific titles were
not provided) were generally able to do ~o, indicating that
the subjects tended to agree with the authors in the
assignment of items uniquely to specific- groupings.

Seven

out of nine subjects in a third free-sorting condition
spontaneously used schematic organizations.
Because the two blocked lists may not have been
equivalent in associative strength, a second experiment,
following the same procedures as the first, was undertaken
with stimulus materials that were intended to reflect
stronger taxonomies.

As was the case in the first

experiment, there were three presentation conditions:
schematically blocked, taxonomically blocked, and random.
Half of the subjects received phrases and half were
presented only with the nouns from each phrase.

Although

recall was higher in the noun conditions, the pattern of
results was essentially the same as in the first experiment:
recall of the schematic lists was greater than the taxonomic
lists, with taxonomic recall the same as random
organization.

The amount of schematic clustering of the

schematic list was equivalent to taxonomic clustering of the
taxonomic list.
Equivalence in clustering between the two lists may be
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due, in part, to subjects' inability to perceive consistent
categorical structures in the schematic condition.

In a

separate sorting task, subjects who sorted nouns according
to taxonomies were able to do so, but there was little
agreement with the authors in the schematic sorting
condition.

Free sorting of nouns favored taxonomic

organization.

When sorting phrases rather than nouns, only

70% of the subjects agreed with the authors' organization.
The agreement rate was lower in the taxonomic condition than
in Experiment 1.

In the schematic condition, there was no

real agreement.
The authors concluded that schematic organization is
superior to taxonomic organization, regardless of whether
the information consists of phrases or just nouns.

They

argued that the memory links that exist between schematic
items are either more numerous or, alternatively, more
easily created, than links between taxonomically organized
information.

Kahn and Paivio's Experiment
One reason for the superiority of schematic
organization found by Rabinowitz and Mandler (1983) could be
another inequality inherent to the two lists.

Kahn and

Paivio (1988) found that the lists used in the Rabinowitz
and Handler's second experiment had a potential confound in
the schematic list condition.

Of the five study items in

each scenario, one of the items was identical to the
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scenario's title.

Two types of responses are typically

produced while learning a study list item (Underwood,· 1965;
Wallace & Underwood, 1964; Wood & Underwood, 1967).

One is

the mental representation of the item, or a representational
response.

The other is an implicit associational response

(IAR) that links the item with other information.

Kahn and

Paivio argued that superior recall could be attributed to
the match between IARs to the scenarios and the
representational responses to one of the items.

In the

taxonomic list, the IARs (the implicit category titles) did
not match any of the items.

So the study list for the

taxonomies, in effect, consisted of six items: the five
study items plus the implicitly generated title.
To illustrate this, one taxonomy consisted of the items
live on farm, swim in lake, hike in woods, work on ranch,
and play in park, plus the implied title outdoor places.

In

the schematic conditions, however, there were only the five
items to learn.

One scenario contained live on farm. wear

overalls, milk cow, grow corn, and drive tractor.
implied title, living on farm,
items.

The

was identical to one of-the

The lower memory load in the schematic condition

possibly facilitated encoding those items.
Kahn and Paivio replicated the second experiment using
only nouns.

When the titles were present as one of the

study items in both the schematic and taxonomic conditions,
recall was the same for both conditions.

Both were superior
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to random presentation.

When the titles were removed in

both conditions, recall declined and was statistically no
different from the random list.

However, a more critical

alternative interpretation of the data should be
entertained.

Kahn and Paivio reported low recall in lists

that did not have apparent titles.

Considering also that

Rabinowitz and Mandler's (1983) subjects·were unable to
create clear-cut groupings of the same stimulus materials in
a sorting task, it seems that in striving to create stronger
taxonomies, both sets of authors inadvertently created
equally poor taxonomic and schematic lists.
Rationale for the Present Experiment
An empirical investigation of the distinctions between

scripts and taxonomies is the chief aim of the present
study.

Which is the superior (or more effective; more

efficient) mode of representation in memory?

There are

arguments favoring each position.
On the side of scripts (or schemata, as scripts have
sometimes been termed in the literature), one can point to
the richness of horizontal connections between items within
a given schema.
causally related.

Items are often spatiotemporally and
Clouds, rain, and thunder occur together

and are causally linked.

There is also a type of

hierarchical connection between the items and the title of
the script in which they co-occur.

Clouds, rain, and

thunder are individually linked with the title of
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"rainstorm".
Mandler (1979) states that taxonomic organization
provides strong vertical associations between items and
their category titles but weak horizontal associations among
items within a category.

Items within a given taxonomic

structure may have a similar function and share physical
features (Rosch & Mervis, 1975).

Chairs and benches are

both often made of wood and may be considered furniture, or
are objects upon which one can sit.

Schematic organization,

on the other hand, provides both horizontal connections
between items and vertical connections between items and the
script title.

Schematic organization may be superior

because there are more interitem connections to facilitate
retrieval.

But it may also be the case that the horizontal

linkages may be stronger in schemata, and items may be
easily retrieved from memory solely on the basis of
horizontal linkages once the category becomes activated,
either spontaneously or by cueing.
Taxonomies often form complex structures, and often
have multiple levels.

Rosch and her colleagues posited a

model of semantics that has a hierarchical structure (Rosch,
Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976).

Because items

with similar features tend to have similar functions, they
are easily classified together in the real world.

She

identified a level of abstraction at which this most often
occurs, and designated it as the basic level.

Items share
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more features with each other at this most common level, the
basic level, and at a lower or more specific level, the
subordinate level.

Fewer features are held in common

between objects at the higher and more abstract
superordinate level.

That is to say, obJects classified as

saxophones and clarinets (basic level) and as alto
saxophones and tenor saxophones (subordinate level) share
more attributes than do the more general and abstract
categories of stringed instruments and woodwinds
(superordinate level).
Assignment of objects to the superordinate, basic, and
subordinate levels is established empirically on the basis
of subjects' classifications, rather than determined a
priori.

However, it is easy to see how classification into

one level or the other is largely a matter of the context in
which the items are to be classified.

But that is not to

say that the hierarchical scheme posited by Rosch (1976)
cannot exist, or that it is without theoretical merit.
These shared attributes may be the source of linkages that
could provide additional retrieval routes and thereby
facilitate recall.

The sophistication of taxonomic

structures, plus the fact that acquisition of taxonomies
requires cognitive complexity and that they are developed
later in life than schemata, suggests that taxonomies may be
the more sophisticated and superior mode of organization in
memory.
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The present experiment seeks to test the assertions
made by Mandler (1979).

If horizontal connections between

items, or vertical connections between items and their
titles, are the principal means of retrieval, then
disruption of the connections should adversely affect
recall.

In the present study, three kinds of manipulations

were used to disrupt these connections. -

The first manipulation was the presence or absence of
organized presentation, or blocking.

When critical items in

a study list are presented consecutively (blocked) instead
of distributed randomly in a list, it becomes easier for
associations between the items, and between the items and
the category or schema titles to be perceived.

The

associations can be used to elaborate on the material and
facilitate retrieval (Winograd et al., 1971).

In the

present study, blocking was achieved by consecutively
presenting items that were either schematically related or
taxonomically related.

For example, a block of

schematically related items might consist of the phrases

gQ

to mountains, put on down jacket. buy lift ticket, go down
hills, and drink hot chocolate as typical of the events that
occur in the script of going skiing.

When presented as a

block, the logical spatiotemporal order is maintained.

An

example of a taxonomic block might consist of the phrases
put on tuxedo, put on cubs cap, put on paper hat, put on
bathing suit, and put on down jacket.

To see if the
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advantages of blocked presentation could be-effectively
eliminated, items from schematic and taxonomic blocks-were
presented in random order.
The goal of the second manipulation was to disrupt the
spatiotemporal connections between items.of information that
occurred within the same script or scenario.

With

spatiotemporal connections absent, the items would only be
related thematically rather than schematically, reducing
their ability to serve as cues for the subsequent items.
Two types of schematic lists were used.

One consisted of a

strong form of schema, presented in the aforementioned
scriptlike order.

The other consisted of the same items

presented in mixed order within a given block.

A mixed

ordering of the skiing scenario described above would
consist of the items go down hills, drink hot chocolate.~
lift ticket, go to mountains, and put on down jacket.

For

taxonomically related items there is no inherent sequence,
so no sequence variations were introduced except for
counterbalancing their order.
The third manipulation was the type of presentation,
with items presented together in groups or singly.

When

schematically or taxonomically organized items are visually
presented as a group rather than one at a time, the temporal
connections between the list items resulting from temporally
contiguous presentation are reduced.

This should decrease

the likelihood of establishing connections in memory between
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items that are not strongly associated with each other.
Winograd, Conn, and Rand (1971) found that item clustering
but not recall was enhanced when taxonomically organized
items were presented as groups.

Other studies using

unrelated items (Hall, Smith, Wegener, &·Underwood, 1981)
found that grouped presentation produced superior recall to
single presentation.

Hall, Cox, and Tinzman (1984) found

main effects for type of presentation and taxonomic
relatedness, but there was no significant interaction
between the two.

CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF DESIGN AND PREDICTIONS

pesiqn
Subjects read phrases that were arranged in four ways:
as instances of (a) taxonomies; (b) everyday scripts
(hereafter referred to as schematic organization) in a
scriptlike (or chronological) order; (c) everyday scripts in
a mixed order; or, (d) in random order. -The first three,
having an intrinsic structure, are in blocked presentation
format.

The fourth, having no such structure, is unblocked

in format.

Another way of looking at the four types of

phrase organizations is to regard (b) as organized within
and between schematic blocks, (a) and (c) as organized
between blocks but random within blocks, and (d) as random
both within and between blocks.
For half of the subjects, the phrases were presented as
intact groups of five items.

The other half of the subjects

saw single phrases presented individually.

All subjects

performed a free recall task followed by a cued recall task
using schematic or taxonomic block titles as cues.

In the

random order condition subjects were given either schematic

or taxonomic cues.

The five levels of list organization,

therefore, consisted of schematic-scriptlike sequence,
schematic-mixed sequence, taxonomic, random with schematic
recall cues, and random with taxonomic recall cues.

The

experiment was a 5 (list organization) X 2 (free vs. cued
21
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recall) X 2 (single item vs. grouped presentation) mixed
design, with type of recall as a within-subjects factor.
stimulus Materials
The stimulus materials consisted of 25 phrases used in
Experiment 1 of Rabinowitz and Mandler•s. (1983) study.

The

phrases were rearranged to exemplify taxonomic and schematic
forms of organization.

The taxonomic list consisted of five

instances of each of the categories tQQg, clothing,
activities. and things one would buy.

places.

The schematic list

consisted of five instances of each of the scenarios going
skiing. going to a ballet, going to a party. going to a
baseball game, and going to Hawaii (see Appendix A).
list items were typewritten on 4" x 8 11 file cards.

The
Items

presented singly were presented separately, one per card.
Grouped items were presented with five items on each card.
For the first three levels of list organization, a five-item
group consisted of an intact category or scenario.

For the

random orders, a five-item sequence consisted of unrelated
phrases.
In the taxonomic and schematic-mixed order conditions,
four different within-block orderings were used with four
randomized block sequences.

In the schematic-scriptlike

order condition, the blocks were randomized with four
different block orderings.

In the random order conditions

four different randomized sequences were used with the
constraint that no two adjacent items nor more than two
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items within a five-item sequence were from the same

schematic or taxonomic category.
In the Rabinowitz and Mandler (1983) experiments, the
scenario titles were included as phrases in the schematic
list but the category titles were not in the taxonomic list.
Kahn and Paivio (1988) had suggested that the presence of
the titles served to strenthen the interitem associations
among the schematic items and thus represented a confound
with list type.

In the present study, the label phrases

were altered to eliminate the confound and to eliminate
redundancy with the implicit category titles.

To accomplish

this, the list items ski down slopes, watch ballet. go to
party, watch baseball game, and go to Hawaii were changed to
go down hills, watch dancers, go to friend's house. watch
athletes, and go to airport, respectively, in all list
conditions.

In addition, put on evening clothes was changed

to put on tuxedo in order to appear less ambiguous, and the
baseball team in the phrase put on Padres cap was changed to
put on Cubs cap to be more suitable for the Chicago location
of the experiment.
Predictions
The predictions are of two types.

The first pertains

to recall as a measure of memory organization and the
influence of the blocking, spatiotemporal connectedness,
presentation type (grouped vs. single), and free vs. cued
recall manipulations.

The second type of predictions
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addresses the same manipulations, but with clustering as a
measure of memory organization.

Each of these will be

discussed in turn.
1. The organization of list items in blocked fashion
(that is, schematically or taxonomically} created
structuring that was expected to be used for organizion in
memory as well.

It was therefore predicted that blocked

items would be recalled better than unblocked, or randomly
ordered, list items.
2. In order to test the strength of schematic
organization, a mixed schematic condition was added whereby
the phrases within each schematic block were randomly
ordered.

It was predicted that making the items appear less

scriptlike in the mixed-schematic condition would reduce
their memorability in comparison to the scriptlike-schematic
condition.

Both were expected to produce recall rates

greater than in the taxonomically and randomly organized
lists.
3. The scriptlike sequence of the items promotes the
salience of spatiotemporal structure between them, which may
facilitate learning.

Similarly, the way that the items are

presented may also promote structure and also facilitate
learning.

This was explored by varying the manner in which

the lists were presented.

The lists were presented either

singly or in groups of five items.

Items that were

presented together visually as a group makes it possible to
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create associations between items within a given schema or
taxonomy even though they were not presented consecutively
(Murphy & Puff, 1982).

Singly presented items were not

expected to facilitate the generation of complex iteritem
associations.
The present experiment attempted to examine this by the
inclusion of the single versus grouped presentation factor.
In the Tulving and Pearlstone (1966) experiment, subjects
were told in advance how many categories to expect and how
many items per category there would be.

It is reasonable to

assume that informing subjects in this manner would produce
a strong tendency to generate category titles during the
learning phase.

By not informing subjects beforehand that

the items would be presented in blocks (schemata or
taxonomies), or how many items would be presented in each
block, subjects would be less motivated to engage in
cognitive elaboration to discover how the items related to
one another.

This would be most apparent in the single

presentation condition.

Therefore, it was anticipated that

there would be lower recall for the single presentation
condition than in the grouped presentation condition.
4. The degree of association among items within
taxonomies or schemata can also produce differences in
retrieval due to differential accessibility of retrieval
routes.

This was tested by using two forms of recall: free

recall and cued recall with labels that were consonant with
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the list condition.

Tulving and Pearlstone (1966) found

that the use of (category) cues yielded higher rates of
recall than did free recall.

It was predicted that overall

recall would therefore be greater with the second (cued)
recall task, and the sequence of superiority would remain
consistent across the list conditions.

That is, for free as

well as cued recall, it was predicted that schematicscriptlike ordering would produce the greatest recall.

This

would be followed by schematic-mixed, taxonomic, and random
list conditions, respectively.

Half of the subjects in the

random list condition received taxonomic title cues and half
received scenario title cues.
Although comparing recall from memory can provide
important information about how well information is encoded
and retrieved, it does not explain~ it is organized in
memory.

Other measures of memory organization, such as

output sequencing, provide valuable added insights.

An

index of output sequencing or clustering, developed by
Roenker, Thompson, and Brown (1971), called the adjusted
recall clustering (ARC) index, is commonly used.

One of the

problems with earlier measures of clustering is unwanted
variability due to number of items recalled, which confounds
the measures with overall recall (Murphy

&

Puff, 1982).

In

order to be a valid measure of organization, the number of
items recalled should not be confounded with the order in
which the items are recalled.

In a- simulation by Roenker et
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al. (1971), it was found that the ARC is less sensitive to
overall recall than other measures of clustering.
There are two predictions made for the clustering
measure.

The first prediction regarding clustering concerns

presentation type.

Although recall was expected to be lower

in single than grouped presentation, it was not expected to
affect the organization of items that are recalled.

Because

the ARC method of cluster scoring is relatively insensitive
to number of items recalled (Roenker et al., 1971), the
degree of clustering was therefore not expected to differ
with presentation type.
organization type.

The second prediction concerns list

Clustering in free recall was predicted

to be highest in the schematic-scriptlike condition,
followed by schematic-mixed, taxonomic, and random
orderings, listed in descending order.
In summary, the predictions were as follows:
1. (From #1 and #2 above) Recall among the different
forms of organization will be better for blocked (organized)
than unblocked (random) organization.

More specifically,

recall will be greatest for schematic-scriptlike, followed,
in descending order, by schematic-mixed, taxonomic, and
random organizations.
2. Recall for grouped presentation will be greater than
single presentation, and will follow the same pattern as in
prediction #1.
3. Recall will improve overall with cueing, and will
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follow the same pattern as in prediction #1.
4. Clustering for grouped presentation will be no
different from single presentation.

s. Clustering among the different forms of organization
will be equivalent for input-congruent clustering; that is
to say, schematic clustering for schematically organized
lists will be equivalent to taxonomic clustering for
taxonomically organized lists.

There will be essentially no

clustering for randomly organized lists or for lists that
are incongruent with the clustering measure.

CHAPTER III
METHOD

subjects
Undergraduate student volunteers were recruited from
the subject pool at Loyola University of Chicago.
Participation in the experiment partly fulfilled an
introductory psychology course requirement.

One hundred

eighty-three students were randomly assigned to the list
conditions.

Procedure
Learning phase.

The subjects participated in groups of

6 to s, and individuals within each group were arbitrarily
assigned to experimental conditions, so that each group
consisted of all five list conditions.

Because the

presentation of stimulus items was timed, subjects in the
grouped and single items conditions were run in separate
sessions.

Grouped and single items conditions were randomly

assigned to experimental sessions.

After the experimenter

read instructions to the subjects, the stacks of stimulus
cards were placed face down in front of each subject.
Subjects turned over and studied a card each time an
auditory signal was given.

The rate of presentation was 7 s

for the single items and 35 s for grouped items.

After all

of the items were studied, the experimenter read further
instructions as a short-term memory distractor.
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Recall phase.

Immediately after the distractor, the

subjects were then given booklets and told to write down as
many of the phrases as they could, one phrase per page.

The

subjects were told that the phrases could be written in any
order they wished, but they were not to look back at what
they had already written.
this task.

They were given 5 min to complete

The booklets were then removed by the

experimenter and the subjects given math puzzles to work on
for 10 min in order to prevent further rehearsal.

(During

debriefing, all subjects who responded to the experimenter's
query confirmed that they did not engage in rehearsal.
These subjects, who constituted at least half of the total
subjects, reported that the task precluded thinking about
the phrases.)
After 10 min the subjects were given a sheet of paper
printed with the category or scenario labels and seven lines
under each of the labels.

The experimenter instructed the

subjects to try to write down as many of the phrases as they
could, with as many phrases per category or scenario as
possible, writing the "gist" of the phrases if necessary.
They were given 5 min to complete this phase.

The subjects

were debriefed, thanked for their participation, and
dismissed.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Of the original 183 subjects, the data from two
subjects were discarded because of failure to comply with
the experimental instructions.

The quality of memory

organization was assessed in two principal ways:
of items recalled and clustering.
separately.

the number

Each will be discussed

The recalled phrases were scored liberally,

counting paraphrases as correct.

Verbatim scoring yielded

essentially the same, albeit slightly weaker, patterns of
results.

Intrusions were analyzed separately.

In the cued

recall task, paraphrases were counted as correct regardless
of the cue that they were listed under.

Grouped vs. single Presentation
Contrary to expectations, there were no significant
effects produced by manipulating the grouped versus single
mode of presentation.

Cell means were in the predicted

directions for the blocked (schematic and taxonomic)
conditions for both recall and list-consonant clustering
(schematic clustering for the schematic list conditions, and
taxononomic clustering for the taxonomic list conditions.
In free recall, grouped presentation tended to produce
greater recall than single item presentation when items were
blocked.

When items were randomly ordered, however,

slightly greater recall occurred when items were singly
presented.

ARC clustering tended to be higher with grouped
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presentation in the blocked conditions, and was around zero
for the random conditions.

Presentation as a factor was

included in all analyses of variance, but will not be
discussed further.
Free Recall
One of the major research questions was whether the
absence of an implied category title in the study list would
reduce the memorability of the schematically organized
items, as was the case in Kahn and Paivio's (1988)
replication study.

They found no recall differences between

the schematic and taxonomic (and random) lists when the
title was not presented.

In the present study, an analysis

of variance yielded a significant main effect for
organization type, l(3, 173) = 5.42, R = .0014.
are presented in Table 1.

Cell means

Schematic-scriptlike recall was

greater (but nonsignificantly) than schematic-mixed, and
these were greater than taxonomic and random lists, which
did not differ from each other, l(3, 94)

=

.34, R = .5605.

To test for differences between schematic organization as a
whole against taxonomic organization, the two schematic
conditions were combined and compared.

A significant

difference was found, l(l, 121) = 9.13, R =.0031. The
pattern of free recall data was similar to Rabinowitz and
Mandler•s (1983) findings, indicating that schematically
organized information is easier to recall than taxonomic
information.
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Measurement Issues in Clustering
The relative presence or absence of horizontal and
vertical linkages are measurable by examining recall
clustering.

Two adjusted ratio of clustering (ARC) indices

were computed for each subject (Roenker,·Thompson,

&

Brown,

1971; also see Gerjuoy & Spitz, 1966), one for schematic and
one for taxonomic clustering.

An ARC score of o indicates

chance clustering and 1 indicates perfect clustering, where
all category members are recalled as a unit.

Although

Rabinowitz and Mandler (1983) used a clustering index
developed by Bousfield and Bousfield (1966), the ARC index
has come to be widely recognized as the preferred measure of
clustering (Ostrom, Pryor,

&

Simpson, 1981; Srull, 1984).

The Bousfield and Bousfield index is essentially a ratio of
observed category repetitions to the number of category
repetitions expected on the basis of chance.

The reason for

using a different index stems from a comparison of the two
measures and their computational formulas.
One test of any measure of memory organization is its
vulnerability to aspects of list composition that are
unimportant to its structural cohesiveness, such as category
size, list length, and the number of items recalled.

A good

measure of clustering should also attribute most of its
variance to organization rather than the aforementioned
artifacts.

The Bousfield and Bousfield (1966) difference

score (OS) index used by Rabinowitz and Mandler (1983) has

~-:--·

·;>~: ,-: '·, \ ·.~;i
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been found to be artifactually linked with the number of
items recalled in an organized or nonrandom list form~t (see

Murphy

&

Puff, 1982, and Shuell, 1975).

The ARC index, on

the other hand, has been found to be less influenced by
recall level.

In the Murphy (1979) simu~ation, ARC scores

did not increase as much with study list length in
comparision with the DS measure and attributed less variance
to recall level.
Inspection of the formulas used to calculate ARC and DS
scores rather than Monte Carlo simulation tells a similar
story.

The DS formula is based on the difference between

the observed number of repetitions (X) and the expected
number of repetitions
= (Em2 /n)-1.

(.11:).

k

is calculated as follows: Er

The variable mis the number of items recalled

from a given category, and n is the total number of items
recalled.

The presence of

n in the denominator makes DS

dependent on the number of items recalled.
calculated with a correction for
DS/(Max-Er).

~

ARC is

n in its denominator: ARC=

is the maximum number of possible

repetitions in the output list, or the number of items
recalled minus the number of categories recalled.

Ipso

facto, the ARC measure is less susceptible to the effect
produced by higher overall recall.

In a Monte Carlo

simulation comparing several clustering measures, Murphy
(1979) found the ARC index to be less influenced by factors
such as list length and number of ~categories than many other
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indices.
In addition, Ostrom, Pryor, and Simpson (1981) point
out that the ARC index is unique in that o represents chance
clustering and 1 represents perfect clustering.

With the

ARC index it is also possible to obtain ~egative clustering
scores, which would indicate below chance levels of
clustering.

Negative clustering scores ~ay, however,

reflect a set of mixed or alternating organization
strategies.

Hall (1990) has found that in free recall of

trait information, subjects initially tend to cluster
information along a dominant dimension.

As it becomes

progressively more difficult to remember previously
unrecalled items, subjects often switch strategies,
resulting in clustering along a possible orthogonal
dimension and a seemingly sudden loss of clustering along
the original dimension.

Clustering
The degree of ordering of information at output is
indexed by the clustering score.

Higher clustering scores

indicate greater organization of items.

That is to say, a

higher clustering score indicates that more items are
recalled in an unbroken sequence from the same category than
a lower score.
order.

A sequence, however, can be recalled in any

ARC scores for schemata (ARC-s) and taxonomies (ARC-

t) were calculated for each of the subjects in all
conditions regardless of the type of list organization they
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studied (see Table 1).

Because two types of clustering

measures were used, they were treated as two levels of a
dependent measure.

Clustering measures as indices of output

order at recall may or may not coincide with the type of
organization of information at presentation.

Subjects may

impose a different type of organization on the information.
Schematically organized information may be encoded as
taxonomies, and vice versa.

Randomly ordered items may

similarly be encoded in an organized fashion, as schemata or
taxonomies.

For the sake of exploring this possibility,

scores for the two types of ARC clustering were computed for
all conditions in a repeated-measures analysis of variance.
Cell means are presented in Table 2.

There was a

significant interaction between ARC and organization types,
E(4, 171)

=

30.63, R

=

.0001.

Main effects for ARC type and

study list organization were found, E(l, 171)
.0072, and E(4, 171) = 5.25, R

= .0005.

=

7.4, R

=

As expected, those

in the schematic study list conditions received higher ARC-s
scores than those in the taxonomic study list conditions,
who in turn had higher ARC-t scores (see Figure 1).
Organization at recall tended to mirror the study list
orgnization.

Closer inspection of the means for the two

schematic list conditions did not reveal differences in
clustering despite the decreased temporal sequencing in the
schematic-mixed condition, E(l ,79) = .06, R

=

.8106.

Because Rabinowitz and Mandler•s (1983) study compared
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schematic-scriptlike and taxonomic conditions only, a
comparison of these were made.

An analysis of variance

using condition-congruent ARC scores (ARC-s for the
schematic list conditions and ARC-t for the taxonomic list
conditions) failed to approach significance, E(l, 120) =
0.01, R

=

.9339, which replicated their findings.

Output clustering in free recall can provide insights
about taxonomic and schematic memory organization.

More

specifically, it can serve as an indicator of a preferred
mode of organization in memory.

Although recall was lower

with taxonomic than schematic list organization, their
equivalence in clustering indicates that once retrieval has
been successfully initiated, recall of-additional items from
a given memory structure is equally likely with the two list
organizations.
The issue of whether schematic or taxonomic
organization is the preferred mode leads us to consider
clustering scores in the random presentation conditions;
does one type of clustering prevail?

Both ARC-sand ARC-t

scores were calculated for the random conditions.

An

analysis of variance did not reveal differences between ARC

types for the two random conditions, E(l, 53)
.6542.

=

0.20, R

=

When there was no apparent structure in the study

list, subjects apparently did not impose an obvious
structure on the information during encoding or as an aid to
retrieval.

If subjects attempted to structure the
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information in some other manner, it was done in an
idiosyncratic manner not revealed by the clustering
measures.
correlation Between Recall

and

Clustering

The Pearson~ is a useful statistic to demonstrate how
variance is shared between two or more variables, but the
contribution of each variable to the variance is
indeterminate.

In the present experiment, three dependent

variables are of interest:

measures of schematic and

taxonomic clustering, and recall.

A lenient scoring of

recalled items, or nonverbatim recall, was used.

To examine

the relationship between the three variables, it is
necessary to look at partial or first-order correlation
coefficients.

Partial correlations are a measure of the

proportion of variance shared by two of the three variables,
holding the third constant.

Table 3 presents a composite of

two correlation matrices for each cell of the experimental
design;

the upper diagonal consists of the product-moment

or zero-order correlations, and the lower diagonal consists
of the first-order correlations, sequentially holding one of
the three dependent variables constant.
Two questions need to be addressed.

First, does the

use of a particular organizational strategy aid recall?
second, does one aid recall more than the other one?
Although the present experiment does not distinguish between
organization imposed at the time of encoding and that at the
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time of recall, the relationship between recall and
clustering can be used to tell if organization was of
benefit.

There was a sizable and significant zero-order

correlation between recall and ARC-s clustering in the
schematic-scriptlike cell(~ (42)= .588,·R = .001) and in
the taxonomic condition(~ (41) = .314, R = .0457).

The

correlation between ARC-t clustering and·nonverbatim recall
is negatively correlated with recall in the schematicscriptlike condition, (~ (42) = -.632, R = .0001).
Significant correlations between recall and clustering
in the random condition would indicate two things: subjects
are spontaneously organizing the information, and that use
of a particular organization strategy aids recall.
Interestingly, there was a marginal correlation between
schematic clustering (ARC-s) and recall in the randomly
organized list conditions(~ (57) = .227, R = .0899).

But

these correlations cannot be interpreted meaningfully
without partialling out the effects of the third variable in
each case.

By holding the effects of taxonomic clustering

(ARC-t) constant, a clearer picture of how schematic
clustering and recall covary can be seen.
When examining the partial correlations, there was an
expected negative correlation between clustering types in
the schematic-mixed and taxonomic list conditions,
indicating that subjects tend to select one form of
clustering to the exclusion of the other.

But the expected
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negative correlation between the two clustering types did
not occur in what might be regarded as the most structured
condition, the two schematic-scriptlike cells.

Combined

across presentation types, the correlation was negative and
significant, (~ (57)

= -.388,

R

=

.011).· In the single

presentation condition the correlation was low and
nonsignificant rather than negative.

This may be

attributable to the single presentation, although it is
difficult to explain why this is the only time in which
single presentation may have been influential.

In the

grouped presentation condition, however, the correlation was
marginally significant but fairly strong,

x

(16)

= -.46, R •

.0541.
In attempting to find out if schematic or taxonomic
organization is superior as a means of recall, it is
necessary to look at ARC-s vs. recall partials in the
schematic conditions and compare them with the ARC-t vs.
recall partials in the taxonomic conditions.

The larger the

correlation coefficient, the better organization can predict
recall.

Partial correlations between nonverbatim recall and

ARC-s clustering are significant in the schematic list
conditions for both grouped and single presentation
conditions across presentation types, but marginally
significant in the schematic-scriptlike grouped presentation
condition.

ARC-tis correlated significantly with recall in

only the taxonomic grouped condition.
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Assertions about superiority aside, these results can
be interpreted to mean that when the output list matches the
input list organization, recall is facilitated.

Comparing

the correlation coefficients in the schematic conditions
that are at least marginally significant (~s of .44 (16),
.44 (20), and .52 {17)) with the one taxonomic cell that was
significant[~ of .50 (17)), it is tempting to conclude that
schematic organization is more strongly associated with
nonverbatim recall (as clustering increases, so does recall)
and is therefore a superior mode of organization in memory.
But, because conclusive determination of superiority cannot
be made on the basis of one experiment, nor with a single
set of stimuli, judgment must be witheld pending future
experiments with different stimulus materials, perhaps
possessing stronger schematic and taxonomic organization.
Another research question therefore follows: what type
of clustering facilitates recall when there is no apparent
organization to the information?

More specifically, one can

ask if the amount of self-imposed organization, be it
schematic or taxonomic, is associated with recall of
randomly ordered items.

Again, correlations of recall with

either schematic or taxonomic clustering were examined in
the random list conditions, holding the effects of the other
form of clustering constant.

Neither of the ARC-t vs.

recall correlations reached significance.

The partial

correlation between ARC-s vs. recall for single presentation
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was significant and was moderately strong,~ (29)
.0477.

=

.36, R

=

Like the blocked (schematic and taxonomic)

conditions, making a conclusive interpretation is dubious,
but seems to favor ARC-s clustering as more strongly linked
with recall in unordered lists.

cued Recall
Two research questions arise with cued recall.

The

first is concerning preferential memory for schemata versus
taxonomies.

The second research question addresses

improvement in recall with cueing.

Similar results to those

in free recall were found with cued recall.

Analysis of

variance for cued recall showed that recall of schematically
organized items was greater than taxonomically organized
items, l(l, 122)

=

14.76, R

=

.0002.

A main effect of

organization across the five organization types was also
found, l(4, 171)

= 6.54,

presented in Table 4.

R

=

.0001.

Cell means are

Improvement in recall with category

titles in the schematic-chronological and schematic-mixed
orders attests to the usefulness of the titles as retrieval
cues, E(l, 79) = 11.65, R = .001.

Examination of cell means

reveals that taxonomic and random orders did not benefit
from cued recall.

Within the random conditions, no

differences in recall rates were found between the free and
cued recall tasks, l(l, 56) = 0.9, R = .3474.

Apparently,

providing schematic or taxonomic cues were of little
assistance as aids to retrieval when there was no apparent
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structure to the study list.
Intrusions
Intrusions are items that are reported as recalled but
were not in the study lists.

Although intrusions may be

considered "noise" in recalled information, more importantly
they may indicate the extent of extra-list elaboration that
took place at encoding, or linkage between list items and
prior knowledge that may have taken place at encoding or
retrieval.

More intrusions were generated during cued

recall than during free recall (overall means of 2.5 and
2.0, respectively).

Cell means are displayed in Table 5 and

plotted in Figure 2.

cued recall ·intrusion rates averaged

18.161, a number higher than the free recall intrusion rate
of 15.451.

Similar results were reported by Tulving and

Pearlstone (1966), who found an increase in intrusions with
cueing.

The two schematic list conditions did not show as

much of an increase in intrusions, but showed more
intrusions in free recall.

A repeated-measures ANOVA for

intrusions in free and cued recall revealed main effects for
recall type, E(l, 171) = 9.87, R = .002, and organization,
E(4, 171)

= 2.81,

R

=

.272.

Nouns and Verbs Recalled
The present experiment differs from typical experiments
in memory organization in that whole phrases were used as
stimulus items rather than single words.

Previous research

in verbal learning paradigms and memory organization
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generally studied taxonomies and used study lists composed

of nouns.

This makes sense if one considers that the·

hierarchical structure of common taxonomies might be best
represented by nouns.

Recall of nouns would then serve as

an adequate index of memory organization.

However, the

present experiment compares taxonomies with schemata, which
are only weakly structured hierarchically.

Since schemata

are thought to differ structurally from taxonomies,
especially scriptlike schemata, which possess a chronologic
organization, the number of nouns correctly recalled may not
necessarily reflect quality of memory organization.

Because

scripts, the stronger form of schemata, consist of a
specific sequence of actions, an alternative measure would
be to look at recall of verbs as well as nouns.
In analyzing free recall of nouns and verbs, only items
that were recalled verbatim were counted as correct.

Both

nouns and verbs showed significant main effects for list
organization in separate ANOVAs.

Cell means for nouns and

verbs are displayed in Table 6 and graphed in Figure 3.

For

nouns, recall rates were highest for schematic-chronological
order, followed by schematic-mixed, with taxonomic and
random conditions not differing, I(3, 173)
.0116.

=

3.78, R

=

As can be seen in Table 6, the pattern was similar

for verbs except that recall in the taxonomic condition was
slightly lower than in the two random conditions, I(3, 173)

=

6.60, R

=

.0003.

Recall of verbs exceeded that of nouns,
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something that Rabinowitz and Mandler (1983) also found in
the first experiment of their study.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

The present experiment sought to answer a number·of
questions regarding memory organization in adults.

The

first was aimed at the issue of input organization.

Is

schematically organized information somehow easier to learn
or recall than taxonomically organized information?

When

examining free recall data, the evidence-supports the
superiority of schematically organized information.
However, the evidence needs to be examined alongside of the
clustering data.

In addition, the nature of the stimulus

materials and the generalizability of the findings needs to
be considered before coming to a conclusion.

one of the

strengths of the present stimuli, adapted from Rabinowitz
and Mandler (1983), was that the two types of lists
consisted of the same items.

However, Kahn and Paivio

(1988) found that recall was as low for schematically and
taxonomically organized information as it was for randomly
organized information.

A different interpretation of their

finding, as was previously discussed, was that the removal
of the category titles inadvertently resulted in equally
weak taxonomies and schemata.
Another major research question concerns the veracity
of Mandler's theory of memory organization, which maintains
that differences in memory organization of schemata and
taxonomies is a consequence of the number and strength of
46
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interitem linkages that exist.

Schemata possess horizontal

linkages between items of information that taxonomies ·1ack,
which produces better recall. The strength of the
hypothetical horizontal and vertical linkages that may exist
within taxonomic and schematic organizations in memory were
tested in two ways.

The first was produced by varying the

mode of presentation.

By presenting the-phrases from each

scenario or taxonomy as a whole or one phrase at a time,
horizontal connections between items were suggested to be
preserved or disrupted.
The second type of manipulation was produced by
disrupting vertical connections between items and their
implied category or schema titles in several ways.
was by manipulating the type of organization.

One way

Items were

blocked (schematically or taxonomically) or were randomly
organized.

Within the blocked conditions, schematic or

taxonomic organization of the phrase lists would be expected
to reflect the association strengths characteristic of the
two types of organization.

In addition, schematic

organizations or scripts possess a temporal sequence that
can be varied by either presenting information from a given
script in a temporally congruent or mixed order.
It was predicted that changing the mode of presentation
from grouped to single format would reduce the formation of
interitem linkages and decrease recall but not affect inputcongruent clustering.

The predicted absence of an effect on
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clustering was supported but the expected main effect for
recall (lower recall for single presentation) was not ·found.
The same pattern of recall across both modes of presentation
was found.

Schematic organization showed greater recall

than taxonomic, which did not differ from the random list
conditions.

It raises the possibility that even though the

cards upon which phrases were written were turned face down
after reading and before the next phrase was presented, the
phrases were retained in working memory long enough to
permit them to be associated with contiguous items.

This

might have been attributable to the simple structure of the
phrases.

If longer phrases were used, or the overall

workload on working memory was increased, this manipulation
might have resulted in the anticipated decrease in recall.
In the present experiment, recall of schematically
organized information was greater than taxonomically
organized information.

The retrieval superiority of

schemata is examined within Mandler•s (1979) framework.

She

posited that horizontal associations among items in the
study list facilitate the formation of interitem linkages in
memory in a manner not possible with taxonomically organized

information.

This additional structure present in schemata

makes it possible to establish more retrieval routes in
memory.
In the present experiment, however, the amount of
clustering was the same for both forms of organization.
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That is to say, if a given item has been recalled, it tended
to be followed by other items from the same category or
schema.

Equivalence in clustering between schematic and

taxonomic forms of organization calls into question
Mandler•s hypothesis regarding the number of linkages in
memory and ease of recall.

Also, contrary to Mandler•s

framework, is the absence of differences-between the two
schematic conditions.

If recall were dependent upon the

number of interitem linkages, recall of scriptlike schematic
items would be greater than that of mixed schematic items
because the horizontal linkages would be disrupted.
was not found to be the case.

This

Levels of free recall and

clustering were similar in the schematic-chronological and
schematic-mixed conditions.

Therefore it seems possible

that disruption of the temporal (horizontal) linkages that
are characteristic of scriptlike schemata does not severely
impair encoding and subsequent retrieval from memory.

It is

possible that subjects were able to mentally rearrange the
phrases, either at the time of encoding or at the time of
retrieval, to help them recall the information.
What is at issue is not just whether superior memory
traces exist in memory for schematic or taxonomic
organization, but also whether or not such traces are
retrievable under the proper circumstances.

Tulving and

Pearlstone (1966) found that recall of categorized
information was greater in the presence of the category

so

titles as cues.

Their findings suggest that information may

be encoded in memory but cannot be retrieved unless
retrieval follows those routes established at encoding.

If

lower recall of taxonomically organized information is
attributable merely to the inaccessibility of retrieval
routes rather than their absence, then providing cues should
improve recall.
An unexpected finding was that taxonomies did not

benefit from cueing.

This suggests that there was not as

strong an association between the title and members as in
the two schematic conditions.

It also suggests that recall

facilitation by organization depends upon how well the items
elicit the category cue during encoding.

Statistical

analyses with the two schematic conditions provided evidence
that the improvement in recall is not due merely to more
extensive ~emory search as a consequence of having engaged
in the first recall task.

This is made more apparent by

also examining the random conditions• cell means, which
showed no improvement in recall in the presence of schematic
titles.

Schematic organization, therefore, appears to be

superior to taxonomic organization partly because the cues,
in this case the schematic titles, were easier to use as
aids to recall.
The recall data in the present experiment indicated
that the schematically ordered items were favored over the
taxonomically ordered ones.

The pattern of recall favored
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schemata over taxonomies, which did not differ from random

lists.

Rather than conclude that taxonomies are in general

poorer modes of organization that schemata, it needs to be
pointed out that the items within a given taxonomy contained
many of the same verbs.

Encoding the items in a given

taxonomic list could have been hindered by repetition of the
verbs, a feature not present in the schematic lists.
Interference in memory due to repetition produces a type of
proactive interference.

One explanation offered for

proactive interference is cue overload (Watkins

&

Watkins,

1975), whereby the first item of two paired associates is
presented with several different items.

Recall declines

with the number of items in the second position.

A similar

phenomenon occurs with sentences, dubbed the propositional
fan effect (Anderson, 1976).
A second question emerges from extant theory:

what

structural characteristics of schemata or taxonomies
contributes to their memorability?

Despite low overall

recall rates, taxonomies have meaningful internal structure,
as evidenced by input-congruent clustering rates (ARC-t
scores) that were comparable to schemata (ARC-s scores).

In

contrast, when subjects were given unorganized information,
as in the random conditions, subjects did not seem to impose
a structure to facilitate encoding or recall, although they
may have done so idiosyncratically.
Partial correlations between recall and clustering
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provided limited evidence that when schematic organization
was imposed on unorganized information, recall was
facilitated.

Improvement in schematic but not taxonomic

recall with cueing is an indicator that the schematically
organized items possessed more retrieval Toutes, a feature
that appears to be independent of the interitem linkages as
reflected in the clustering scores.

Although overlooked by

many investigators, the use of partial correlations shows
that measures of clustering are amenable to detailed
analysis, revealing interrelationships that have heretofore
been ignored by investigators.

Their reluctance might be

summarized by Tulving and Bower (1974), and later quoted by
Srull (1984):

"Since clustering of items with respect to

one attribute usually precludes clustering on the basis of
other attributes that nevertheless might be represented in
memory traces of retrieved items, the method is not well
suited for describing traces in all their presumed richness
and variety" (Tulving

&

Bower, 1974, p. 282).

This is far

from the case; like any research tool, be it a score or a
statistic, its usefulness is dependent on the investigator.
An alternative to the hypothesis that schemata are

superior modes of memory organization because they possess
more retrieval routes comes from theories of verbal learning
espoused by Underwood and his colleagues (Underwood, 1965;
Wallace & Underwood, 1964; Wood & Underwood, 1967).

Greater

recall in the schematic conditions,- according to their view,
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would be because there was a match between the implied block
title or implicit associational response (IAR) and the
representational response to the cue.

In contrast, a match

between the IAR and the representational response did not
occur in the taxonomic conditions.

By supplying the

schematic title, recall would be expected to increase.

In

the present study, the predicted increase in schematic
recall with cueing was supported.
The presence of IARs is a useful explanation for many
of the recall findings, particularly the increase between
free and c~ed recall.

Kahn and Paivio (1988) found that

removing items from the study lists that matched the
subject-generated IARs diminished recall.

Although the

present experiment did not replicate their findings,
subjects could have produced IARs to at least some of the
items.

Based on the pattern of free versus cued recall, it

may be that they did so more readily in the schematic but
not in the taxonomic conditions, resulting in the lack of an
increase in recall with the taxonomic conditions.
The ease of IAR generation may be due to strength of
the stimulus items.

We are then apt to ask if the schemata

and taxonomies used in the present experiment are naturally
occurring ones?

If some were, the existence of prior

knowledge could have produced differential recall,
particularly when useful cues were provided.
random list results can provide some answers.

Looking at the
There was
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poor free recall and little clustering of the recalled
items, suggesting that subjects did not generate cues that

enabled them to recall many items, as single items or in
clusters.

Moreover, there was no improvement with schema or

taxonomic title cueing, an indication that the titles did
not match any preexisting knowledge structures in memory.
Although this eliminates the question of a confound
between schemata and taxonomies, it raises a different
question regarding the overall quality of the stimulus
materials.

One might anticipate that preexisting schematic

or taxonomic information that is strongly linked with a
title would benefit from cueing with that title.

The

inability of the cues to elicit prior knowledge, or
facilitate a generate and recognize retrieval strategy,
suggests that the titles, the list items, or both, may have
contributed to the weakness of the stimulus materials.
It could also be that the taxonomic categories in the
present study are somehow broader or more vague then the
schemata.

For example, the category "things one would buy"

does not readily call to mind an instance like "buy opera
glasses" or "buy lift ticket".

Although it may be that

taxonomies are, in general, inherently broader than
schemata, further research is needed before making such an
assertion.

Why taxonomies seem to be more vague could be

attributable to the manner in which the stimulus materials
were constructed.

If one begins with scriptlike statements,
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and then attempts to construct taxonomies from them, it is
likely that the taxonomies will be less cohesive and more ad
hoc in nature, resulting in lower recall and clustering than
scriptlike statements.
One issue left unanswered by the present study is
whether there were differences in types of retrieval
strategies used by subjects in the blocked (schematic versus
taxonomic) conditions.

Again, the partial correlation

linking schematic clustering with recall raises the
possibility of retrieval strategy differences.

Subjects who

are originally given scripted or schematically organized
information may engage initially in an item-by-item search
in memory, abandoning it at some point for a more random
strategy as it becomes increasingly difficult to
successfully recall the information.

Subjects given

categorically or taxonomically organized information may
initially rely heavily on generating items that are
plausibly linked with the superordinate, selecting those
that they then recognize to be on the study list.
Differences in retrieval strategies might have been used by
subjects in schematic and taxonomic conditions, as was found
by Hall (1990).

One might predict that if a "generate and

recognize" strategy was used by subjects in the taxonomic
conditions there would be more intrusions produced than in
the schematic conditions.

This was not found to be the

case, but this may be an artifact of the instructions given
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to the subjects as well as a limitation of the experimental
paradigm employed.

Subjects were instructed to "guess· if

necessary" (see Appendix D), which may have induced those in
the schematic conditions to adopt a "generate and recognize"
strate9y, or some other strategy not spontaneously used.

The present paradigm was not intended to examine subjects'
retrieval strategies, but future research aimed at examining
retrieval strategies would be of benefit to research in the
area of memory processes.

Although the higher intrusion rates in schematic than
taxonomic conditions is not readily explained by current
theories, one very interesting hypothesis that deserves
further investigation is that there may also be differences
in retrieval strategies during free and cued recall of
taxonomies and schemata.

A future experiment using a

recognition paradigm would be necessary to test this
hypothesis.

Future research on generate and recognize

versus item-by-item recall strategies with schemata and
taxonomies is also highly recommended.
One finding that should be mentioned is that the
present experiment reports much higher intrusion rates found
in free recall than in other published studies.
in verbal learning (e.g., Cofer, Bruce,

&

Experiments

Reicher, 1966;

Gerjuoy & Spitz, 1966; Wallace & Underwood, 1964) and social
cognition (e.g., Lichtenstein

&

Srull, 1987; Srull, 1983)

report intrusion rates in free recall of 10% or less.
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Subjects in the present experiment produced much higher
rates, averaging 13.6% in free recall, most likely because
of the recall instructions.

In order to encourage subjects

to use whatever retrieval cues they could, they were told to
guess if necessary.

Because the present·study focused on

the mental representations of organized information and
retrieval processes, stricter criteria for correct responses
may have been used than previously cited experiments, and
responses that might have otherwise been counted as correct
paraphrases were classified as intrusions.
Another way to examine the use of retrieval strategies
is to look at recall of nouns and verbs.

In the Rabinowitz

and Mandler (1983) study as well as the present study,
recall of verbs was greater than of nouns.

This is probably

because the effective list length of verbs (10 different
·:erbs) is far shorter than the list of nouns (25 different
nouns).

The discrepancy in list length limits the

interpretations that can be made.

But it is very possible

that nouns and verbs make independent contributions to the
structure and memorability of schemata and taxonomies.

The

role of linguistic units such as nouns and verbs in memory
for organized information merit investigation in future
research.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

The present experiment provided a test of Mandler•s
(1979) theory of memory for organized information.

The

theory posits that schemata or scripted information posesses
structure that facilitates retrieval from memory in ways not
possible with taxonomies.

In Mandler•s theory, schemata

contain vertical links connecting the individual consituent
items with the title or superordinate, as do taxonomies, but
also possess horizontal links based upon their
spatiotemporal relatedness.

These links were systematically

manipulated in the present experiment.
The predictions that were made concerning recall were
largely upheld.

The first prediction, regarding recall

among the different forms of organization, was supported in
that recall in the schematic list conditions was greater
than in the taxonomic and random list conditions, but
contrary to expectation, the two schematic list conditions
did not differ.

The second prediction, that of greater

recall for grouped presentation than single presentation,
did follow the anticipated pattern, demonstrating superior
recall for schemata.

The third prediction, that recall

would would improve with cueing, was generally supported.
But the results did not follow the predicted pattern
completely.

Recall of schematically organized information

improved with cueing.

Of particular note was the unexpected
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finding that recall in the taxonomic list condition did not
improve with cueing.
Predictions concerning clustering were also largely
upheld.

As predicted, clustering scores with grouped

presentation were no different from sing~e presentation.
The fifth prediction was supported, that clustering among
the different forms of organization woul~ be equivalent for
input-congruent clustering.

Schematic clustering for

schematically organized lists was equal to taxonomic
clustering for taxonomically organized lists.

In addition,

the expected finding that there would be essentially no
clustering for randomly organized lists or for lists that
were incongruent with the clustering measure was also
supported.
The present experiment extended the procedures and
analyses of Rabinowitz and Mandler (1983) and of Kahn and
Paivio (1988) in several ways.

One was the elimination of

the confound of schematic titles in the schematic study
list.

contrary to Kahn and Paivio's findings (who used

different stimulus materials), schematic organization here
produced higher recall, as Rabinowitz and Mandler found.
The number of list conditions was greater than in the
previous studies, an addition necessary to test Mandler's
theory.

Another extension of the experiment was the use of

ARC clustering and more elaborate analyses.
Many of the findings, particularly the absence of an
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effect for grouped versus single presentations, and the
finding that cueing did not improve recall in the taxonomic
conditions, provide reason to call into question the
sufficiency of Mandler's structural theory as a complete
account of why schemata are a preferred mode of memory
organization.

Raising this question is intended to

encourage exploration of Mandler's theory as well as the
development of alternative theories.

For the sake of such

an endeavor, future empirical studies are indeed
recommended.
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Appendix A
Stimulus materials
Taxonomic organization
(Food)
eat pineapple
eat peanuts
eat birthday cake
drink hot chocolate
drink champagne

Schematic organization
(Going skiing)
go to mountains
ptlt on down jacket
buy lift ticket
ski down hills
drink hot chocolate

(Clothing)
(Going to a ballet)
put on evening clothes
buy opera glasses
tuxedo
put on Padres cap -- Cubs cap
put on tuxedo
put on paper hat
go to theater
put on bathing suit
watch dancers
put on down jacket
drink champagne
(Places)
go to
go to
go to
go to
go to

mountains
Hawaii -- airport
theater
party
stadium

(Going to a party)
buy present
go to friend's house
put on paper hat
eat birthday cake
play charades

(Activities)
(Going to a baseball game)
play charades
put on Cubs cap
watch ballet -- dancers
go to stadium
buy admission ticket
ski down slopes -- hills
watch athletes
watch baseball game -- athletes
swim in ocean
eat peanuts
(Things one would buy)
buy admission ticket
buy lift ticket
buy plane ticket
buy opera glasses
buy present

(Going to Hawaii)
buy plane ticket
go to airport
eat pineapple
put on bathing suit
swim in ocean
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Appendix B
consent Form
Dear Participant:
Thank you for participating in our research project.
The experiment that you have agreed to be involved in is
intended to explore memory processes. There will be no
apparent risks or discomfort involved. Your participation
will advance our scientific knowledge in this area.
Please know that the information that we collect today
will be held in confidence. This means that it will be seen
only by myself and other qualified researchers and will be
used for research purposes only.
Further, the information will be kept anonymous. Your
name will not appear on any of the data. Instead, we are
coding all of the information by number, not name.
Finally, should you decide at any point to discontinue
your participation in our project, for whatever reason,
please feel free to do so. Though we do not expect this
will happen, we want you to know that you are free to leave
the study at any point without incurring any kind of
penalty.
Please sign below, indicating your consent to
participate in the experiment. Feel free to ask us any
questions that you might have. We thank you for your
valuable cooperation.
Brooke Leaton

I have read the above and understand it.

Signature

Date
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Appendix c
Learning Phase Instructions
In front of each of you I will place a stack of file cards.
The cards will be face down. Please do not turn them over
until the experiment begins. You will hear a tape recording
of tones several seconds apart that will signal you to turn
the cards over one at a time and study them.
On each card is written a phrase. When you hear the first
tone, turn the bottom card over and study it until you hear
the next tone. At that time, turn the next card face up and
study that card, and so on until you hav~ studied the entire
stack of cards. Do not go back and look at any other cards
while you are studying. This is a memory test. Your job is
to try to remember as many ot the phrases as possible.
Later I will ask you to write down as many of them as you
can recall. Remember them in any order that you want.
Are there any questions?
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Appendix D
Recall 1 Instructions

.

I will now give each of you a booklet containing blank
pages. Your task is to try to remember as many of the
phrases as you can. Write down only one phrase per page.
Do not go back to look at what you have written.
You can write the phrases down in any order you wish. The
phrases do not have to be identical to what was on the
cards. The "jist" will do if you can't remember exactly
what was on a particular card. If you can only remember a
word or two, write that down and try to make it as much like
the original phrase as possible. ~want you to guess if
necessary. Once you turn a page do not refer back to what
you have already written.
You will be given five minutes to complete this task. This
should give you enough time so that you needn't feel rushed.
Are there any questions?
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Appendix E
Recall 2 Instructions
I will now hand out a sheet of paper. In this part of the
experiment I would like you once again write down the
phrases you studied and recalled earlier. Write the phrases
on the lines provided on the sheet. Try to recall as many
of the phrases as you can, regardless of whether or not you
remembered them before.
The sheet has labels printed above the lines to serve as
clues to help you remember. Try to use the clues to help
you remember the phrases. Again, the phrases do not have to
be word for word what was on the cards. The "jist" will do
if you can't remember what was on a particular card. If you
can only remember a word or two, write that down and try to
make it as much like the original phrase as possible. I
want you to guess if necessary. Fill as many of the lines
as you can. Remember, write down all the phrases that you
can, even if you recalled them before.
You will be given five minutes to complete this task. This
should be sufficient time so that you needn't feel rushed.
Are there· any questions?
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Appendix F
Debriefing Statement
The study in which you have just participated is intended to
explore how adults store and retrieve information from
memory. Certain ways of studying material are known to be
more effective than other ways. For example, creating
mental images and making up a story about the information is
a very good strategy for memorizing things. Another way is
to look for similarities or a common theme among the items
that are to be learned.

,

However, it is not always possible to do this with all
information. Sometimes the way that information is
organized and presented affects the way people can use
memory strategies. This experiment sought.to compare
several different types of list organization and category
labels. By doing so we wanted to see if these produce
differences in the way people store and retrieve information
from memory.
Thank you for being part of our experiment. Please do not
discuss the experiment with other students. If you have any
additional questions or comments, feel free to contact me.
Brooke Leaton
DH 666
508-2979
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Table 1
Number of Items Recalled in Free Recall

Presentation Type
Grouped

Single

Mean

Schematic-script like

14.95
(19)

14.57
(23)

14.74

Schematic-mixed

14.60
(20)

13.43
(21)

14.00

Taxonomic

11.55
(20)

11.48
(21)

11.51

Random

11.24
(25)

12.19
(32)

11.77

Note.

Number of subjects per cell is in parentheses.
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Table 2

Adjusted Ratio of Clustering CARC) scores

Clustering Scores
ARC-t

ARC-s

Grouped single bU

Grouped single HeAn

organization type
Schematic-script

.651

.634

.642

-.155

-.017

-.079

Schematic-mixed

.733

.600

.665

-.123

-.079

-.010

-.063

.028

-.016

.821

.514

.664

.237

.123

.172

.061

.186

.132

-.008

.019

.007

.168

.124

.144

Taxonomic
Rand w/schem cues
Rand w/tax cues
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Table 3

zero-order

and Partial correlations Between clustering and

Recall

ARC-s
ARC-s
ARC-t
Recall

ARC-s

ARC-t
Recall

Schematic-scriptlike
ARC-t

-----

-. 388**-

-----

ARC-t
Recall

-.542**

-----

ARC-s

Schematic-mixed
ARC-t

Recall

-----

-.759**

-.797**
.464**

----.375*

*R < .OS

-----

ARC-t

Recall

-----

-.143

-.135
.314*

-.108
-.096

-----

.300

Random

Recall

.295
.009

ARC-s

ARC-s
ARC-s
ARC-t

.588**
-.632**

-.026
.480**

Taxonomic
ARC-s

Recall

-----. 219
.243

ARC-t
-.200

----.107

-----

Recall
.227
.057

-----

**R < .01, two-tailed.

Note. correlations are collapsed across single and grouped
presentation conditions. Upper triangle displays zero-order
or Pearson product-moment correlations. Lower triangle
displays partial correlations.
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Table 4

nµmh§r

of Items Recalled

Recall Type
Organization type

Free recall

cued recall

Schematic-chronologic

14.74

15.74

Schematic-mixed

14.00

15.78

Taxonomic

11.51

11.49

Random w/schematic cues

11.64

11.96

Random w/taxonomic cues

11.90

11.83
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Table 5

Mean Nnmhllf\r of Intrusions in Recall
Recall type
Organization type

Free recall

Cued recall

Schematic-chronologic

2.65

2.67

Schematic-mixed

2.37

3.10

Taxonomic

1.66

2.34

Random w/schematic cues

1.50

2.25

Random w/taxonomic cues

1.62

1.66
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Table 6

Mean Number of Nouns and verbs Recalled in Free Recall·

Nouns

Verbs

Schematic-chronologic

13.83

14.48

Schematic-mixed

12.85

13.61

Taxonomic

11.19

10.85

Random

11.37

11.21

Organization type
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Figure 1
ARC scores
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Figure 2
Intrusions
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Figure 3
Free recall of nouns & verbs
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